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Santa Fé is committed to the Sustainable Development 

Goals of the UN 2030 Agenda
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You can make a 

difference in the lives of

children and adolescents!!



Lett from the Board of Directors

It is a great joy to share the activities that demonstrate our commitment to a single 
mission: to guarantee the rights of children and adolescents, respecting their 
subjectivities and promoting a welcoming environment so that they can develop in an 
integral manner. 

 A desire that has been transformed into concrete and well-founded actions, for 
three decades of work we have sought each day to improve our actions and reach out to 
places, issues, and citizens that so often seem invisible to the eye. This process would 
not be possible without each one of our partners, who decided to believe that it was 
possible, necessary, and urgent to look after and assist children and adolescents who 
face any form of social risk. 

 We have become a reference, expanded our operations, and continue innovating, 
without ever forgetting the steps and the people who brought us here and represent the 
essence of Santa Fé. There are many stories built in a shared and affectionate way, 
many cycles are broken, and new narratives gradually emerge: children and adolescents 
who return to their families in a harmonious way, children who discover their potential, 
adolescents who enter higher education and the job market in a qualitative way.

 There are many challenges that surround us, but they also motivate us to keep 
working and reaching even more people and communities. It is in the most adverse 
moments that our efforts are demanded to the maximum, as well as the hope that it is 
possible to change reality and the certainty that stories are transformed every day when 
we look at and understand each one of our families, children, and young people. 
Therefore, we repeat for another year that our actions will continue, as the pages and 
results of this report are the concrete evidence of the words of this letter and of our 
dedication.

 We will continue to guarantee rights, food security, health, education, and culture, 
but especially hope, dreams, struggle, and development. This is our social duty and it is 
not possible to go backward when facing so many qualitative results, despite so many 
difficulties faced on a daily basis, the achievements of our sheltered public motivate us to 
keep on doing what is not done, to build projects and actions with the potential to 
transform trajectories, understanding the uniqueness and the strength of each individual 
who seeks us out and finds a safe harbor.     

Associação Beneficente Santa Fé
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Letter from the President of the Board of
Management Support

In 2023, we will complete three decades of work. A dream that began in August 
1993, with a small action aimed at children and adolescents who lived in Praça da Sé. 
Thanks to the great partners who saw the urgency to support this cause, such as 
Engeform, which is currently the institution's main sponsor, the initiative has grown, been 
improved, gained governance, and has been able to give new meaning to more than a 
thousand stories of children, teenagers, and entire families. 

 So many lives have been transformed; so many futures rewritten, that the annual 
feeling cannot be other than "duty done". I put it in quotes because although I feel this 
great joy for so many people that we have already helped, there is still a lot to be done. 
And we will not stop! 

 Among many examples, allow me to give you one that has a great connection with 
my and Engeform's trajectory. One of the young women who joined Santa Fé at a very 
young age, a victim of so much violence, was sheltered, received love, psychological 
care, and studies, has been working at Engeform for about eight years and, very soon, 
will be a great engineer graduated from Mackenzie Engineering School. This is priceless 
and makes all our daily dedication worthwhile. 

 The thousands of stories like this one, which we register with great appreciation, 
could never have been written without the singular and necessary contribution of every 
Santa Fé employee, volunteer, partner and donor. 

 Therefore, in a very representative context of my life, I make a point of registering 
my gratitude to everyone! 

 After 12 years, I am pleased to hand over the presidency of the Santa Fé Board of 
Management Support to my dear friend Daniel Simões. I am flattered to have him as my 
successor, I wish him a lot of success and I reinforce that I will continue with him, 
integrating the Board, to continue this essential work of Santa Fé!

 Let's get back to our work so that very soon we will experience the satisfaction of 
writing the report for 2023, 2024... 

We present to you another Anual Report from Santa 
Fé. For us, the opportunity to deliver this great document 
means much more than accounting for what we have done. 
It is proof that, for another year, we were able to maintain 
our activities and rescue more young lives in São Paulo. 

André Abucham

President of the Board of Management Support
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Our Numbers in 2022

Beneficiaries
48

Shelters
16

Exits
570

Families Programs

Impacts of Santa Fé Actions
Education

Scholarships03
Health

Number of 
pregnant women 
followed up

08 Number of referrals for 
treatment of alcoholism and 
chemical dependency

10

Actions
Follow-up

Work with the families110
Mediation of family conflicts
Home Visits

Employability

Job Search assistance
(guidance and preparation and 
sending of resumes, contacts 
and partnership with companies)

152

Citizenship and Social Rights
Document Organization
(RG and CPF, Birth Certificate, E-Title Application, Voter Title, 
Employment Card, Unemployment Insurance Documentation, Download 
application and data entry in Caixa Tem, FGTS application)
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Actions

Custody Resumption Hearing

Public Defender's Office assistance

Food and Transportation

Transportation aid (Bilhete Único – units)
Food basket
Food supplementation (integral milk, poder milk, NAN) 

Health

06
Women

Referrals to the Specialized Centers for Women's Care (domestic 
violence)

75
People

Guarantee of medical and dental treatment, hospitalization and health 
care

123
People

Psychiatric follow-up and psychotherapy

Family Support (Financial Resources)

R$ 56.493,80 Financial aid for the purchase of renovation materials, for 
transportation and relocation, for rent or mortgage 
payments, and for expenses such as water, electricity, 
and gas 

R$ 37.296,00 Clothes (Minha Casa and Casa Vovó Ilza)

R$ 13.353,46 Furniture

Hygiene kits

Protection masks
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About Santa Fé
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Our Name and Inspiration
 The inspiration for the name of the organization comes from the flowers that 
bloom from the cacti in the desert city of Santa Fe (New Mexico - USA), even in the 
face of adversity. Santa Fé's work is based on this relationship, believing in the full 
development of each fostered child and adolescent, offering conditions for their full 
potential to flourish.

Mission and Vision

Mission
 Include children and adolescents, who face personal or social situations of risk, 
in the universal category of common and total children and adolescents, providing them 
with a safe and appropriate environment for their full development, respecting their 
particularities, and implementing service models that ensure the defense and promotion 
of their fundamental rights and those of their families.

Vision
 To be a reference center in the care of children and adolescents with a history of 
mistreatment, domestic abuse, and/or living on the streets, sharing the experience with 
similar organizations and influencing public policies, aiming to expand the social impact 
of our programs.

Guiding Principles
§ The child as the center of all action, starting with the recognition of his or her 

history, needs, and desires.
§ Breaking the vicious circle of misery-violence present in social and family spaces, 

and the fight for human rights.
§ The stimulation of understanding and acceptance of the other.
§ Respect for individual rights, based on tolerance, solidarity and sharing - the 

principle of dialogue and mediation in conflict resolution.
§ The axis of education for peace, consolidating democratic values, being 

impossible to conceive the separation between political-economic rights and social 
rights.

About Santa Fé
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Areas of Expertise
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Areas of Exptise

Reception Families After Shelter

Minha Casa
Casa Vovó Ilza

Família Acolhedora

Mudando a História/
Construindo Pontes

Educação Continuada
Moradia para Jovens 

Emancipados

Methology Highlights
Girl-mothers:
Exclusive residence for pregnant girl-
mothers and/or accompanied by 
their children.

Individuality:
Recognition of the identity of each child 
and adolescent living in the 
Santa Fé houses.

Children & Family:
Individualized therapeutic work - extended 
to family members, promoting the 
harmonization of their bonds.

Bonds:
Conflict mediation and preservation of 
kinship and friendship relations, aiming at
the return to the Family.

Rights:
Access of families to their rights, 
contributing to socioeconomic 
reorganization.

Employability:
Access to quality education, university, 
and vocational courses for insertion into 
the job market.

Emancipation:
Guidance to an autonomous  and 
emancipated life.

Follow-up:
Continuity of the link with the institution 
through the programs.
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Reception
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Reception

Minha Casa

Description: 

Housing and comprehensive care program for children and adolescents.

Target Audience: 

Children and adolescents, from 0 to 18 years old, with a history of family disharmony, 
victims of violence, neglect, and abandonment.

Goals:

§ Priority is given to returning to the family (nuclear or extended).
§ Breaking the vicious cycle of misery-violence, present in the social and family 

spaces.

Strategies:

§ Recognition of the individuality of the foster child and adolescent.
§ Rescue and preservation of parental (family), friendship and community 

relationships, promoting the harmonization of their bonds.
§ Individualized therapeutic work, extensive to family members, to give new 

meaning to the dramatic experiences and promote their full development.
§ Provide an environment that contributes to the therapeutic process by breaking 

the aesthetics of violence.

Main Actions:

§ Psychosocial diagnosis - Individual Care Plan.
§ Reinsertion in school and follow-up.
§ Health care.
§ Bringing the family closer.
§ Carrying out workshops, cultural, sports and leisure activities.
§ Referrals to extracurricular and vocational courses.
§ Aid for insertion into the labor market.
§ Accompanying the return home or to an independent and emancipated life, 

remaining as a support network.
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Minha Casa
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Numbers of 2022

27

Children and adolecents

15

New arrivals

12

Exits

Origin

6 - Bolívia

21 - São Paulo
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Age Group

Year of Reception

15%
Under 

1 year old

11%
From 1 to 
4 years 

old

19%
From 5 to 
9 Years 

old

30%
From 10 

to 12 
years old

26%
From 13 

to 18 
years oldBase: 27

2022 2021

2020 2012 - 2019

Base: 27

56% 4%

22% 19%
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Education

Reason for Reception

Base: 27

19%
Daycare

11%
Preschool 
education

52%
Elementary 

School

19%
High School

22% - Abandonment

67% - Victim of Neglect/ 
Mistreatment

11% - On the street
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Family Profile

Reason for Exit

Base: 27

Base: 12

63% - Without father’s presence

52% - Paternity acknowledgement

30% - Mother is a drug and/or alcohol user

22% - Family headed by woman

11% - Father in prison

7% - Father is a drug and/or alcohol user

8% - Adoption

17% - Shelter transfer
Family Return - 

Health

§ All children present development according to their age group and clinical controls.
§ Children who need it, continue with psychotherapeutic treatment.
§ All children and adolescents have access to preventive medicine in all specialties to 

ensure their healthy development.
§ Low morbidity rate.
§ All children and youths followed the hygiene and mask-wearing standards imposed 

by the World Health Organization and the São Paulo State Government.
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Casa Vovó Ilza

Description: 

Exclusive housing and comprehensive care program for teenage mothers and their 
children, the only one in the city/state of São Paulo.

Target Audience: 

Girls from 12 to 18 years old, pregnant or with their children. Most of them are victims 
of mistreatment and sexual abuse, being homeless and using drugs, with no or very 
tenuous family ties. 

Goals:

§ Breaking the vicious cycle of misery-violence, present in the social and family 
spaces, as well as preventing the occurrence of new pregnancies and sexually 
transmitted diseases (STDs).

§ Strengthening the bond between mother and child.
§ The priority is the return to the family (nuclear or extended). If the return to the 

family is not possible, the goal is to guide them to an autonomous and 
emancipated life.

§ The return to school and assurance of educational continuity and entry into the 
labor market.

§ Securing the conditions for having custody of the child.

Strategies:

§ Acquisition of maternal repertoire.
§ Recognition of the identity of the young foster mother.
§ Individualized therapeutic work for the experience of early motherhood in a 

constructive and harmonious way for mother and child.
§ Providing an environment that contributes to the therapeutic process by breaking 

the aesthetics of violence.
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Main Actions:

§ Psychosocial diagnosis - Individual Care Plan.
§ Baby's health from prenatal care, integral maternal health.
§ Pre and postpartum guidance and follow-up for mother and baby.
§ Reinsertion in school and accompaniment (day care for children).
§ Family closeness, including the father and the father's Family.
§ Carrying out workshops, cultural, sports and leisure activities.
§ Referrals to extracurricular and vocational courses.
§ Aid for insertion into the labor market.
§ Social Rights.
§ Accompanying the return home or to emancipation.
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Young Mothers Employability Program:

§ Career Plan Definition.
§ Bridge between the Social Worker and the Human Resources area of the 

companies to enable young mothers to enter the job market.
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Numbers of 2022

21

Children and adolecents

07

New arrivals

04

Exits

Origin

1 - Bolívia

15 - São Paulo
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1 - Haiti

1 - Pará

1 - Piauí

1 - Bahia

1 - Paraguai
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Age Group
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Girl-mothers Profile

Base: 11

45% - Drugs User

36% - Sexual Abuse

27% - Domestic violence

18% - Pregnancy due to sexual abuse

55% - From 17 to 18 years old

36% - From 15 to 16 years old

9% - Olden than 18 years old

Base: 11

School Attendance Before Reception

Base: 11

Attended school 73% - Did not attend 
school

- 27% 
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Reason for Reception
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Education

Base: 11

55% - Elementary School

36% - High School

9% - Young adult education

Base: 11

Age of First Pregnancy

Base: 11

36% - 12 to 14 years old

18% - 17 years old

10% - 16 years old
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28% - Family conflict

27% - On the street

9% - Foreigner without a family
abuse

9% - Shelter transfer

9% - Victim of neglect / mistreatment

18% - Domestic sexual violence / sexual

36% - 15 years old



Age Group - Children
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tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat 
volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis 
nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis 
nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat.

Family Profile

Base: 11

55% - Family headed by a woman

55% - Without the father’s accompaniment

64% - Acknowledgement of paternity

18% - Mother is a drug and/or alcohol user

60% - From 1 to 2 years old

20% - From 3 to 5 years old

20% - Under 1 year old

Base: 10

Father’s Profile

Base: 10

27% - Paternity acknowledgement

36% - Drug and/or alcohol user

64% - Without father’s presence

18% - In prison
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Reason for Reception
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Year of Reception (Moths and chen)

Base: 21

33% - 2022

20% - 2013-2016

14% - 2020

Base: 4

Health

33% - 2021

Shelter transfer 25%75% - Family return-

§ All young victims of violence are in specialized treatment to give new meaning to 
their experiences.

§ All children and adolescents receive preventive care in all health specialties.
§ All children/adolescents have up-to-date vaccination cards.
§ All children and teenagers have the support of a nutritionist who visits them monthly 

to evaluate their diet and give lectures on the subject.
§ The children and young people have good health with low morbidity rates.
§ Young mothers receive full information regarding STD/AIDS prevention and 

unplanned pregnancy.
§ All children and youths followed the hygiene and mask-wearing standards imposed 

by the World Health Organization and the São Paulo State Government.
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Família Acolhedora Program

Description: 

In the year 2022, the Associação Beneficente Santa Fé includes in its scope of work 
the responsibility of developing the Foster Family Program (FFP), linked to Project EI-3: 
Impacts of Interventions on Early Institutionalization. 

The project is led by researchers from Harvard University, Tulane University, and the 
University of Maryland, in collaboration with the PENSI Institute and the Fazendo 
História Institute.

Target Audience: 

§ Children: babies who have been removed from their family life and taken in under 
protective measures. Under the research criteria to which the FFP is linked, the 
babies need:

o be between 0 to 24 months old.
o not have a history of more than 3 months of foster care.
o weigh more than 2500 grams at birth.
o not have any neurological or genetic condition that would impair typical 

development (e.g., cerebral palsy, down syndrome, etc).

§ Families: Voluntary families who are willing to receive in their homes babies that 
were welcomed by the Foster Family Program and who meet the following criteria: 

o be 25 years of age or older.
o not be registered in the National Adoption System.
o not have a criminal record.
o no psychiatric problems and/or dependence on psychoactive substances.
o to live in the city of São Paulo for at least two years.
o to have the affection and time organization to take care of babies from 0 to 2 

years old.
o agree to participate in the program.

Lorem ipsum
dolor sit amet,
sed diam
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adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod 
tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat 
volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis 
nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis 
nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat.
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Família Acolhedora Program

Goals:

Analyze 110 children in the care of at least 35 families, who are responsible for the 
primary care of the infants, to assess various aspects of their overall development.

Main Actions:

§ Visit neighborhood associations and religious communities.
§ Partnerships with other Family Fostering Services.
§ Contacts through Santa Fé's social networks.

Results:

580 people were reached, with 56 interested parties. Training of five volunteer families, 
who are now able to welcome, in addition to the adhesion of another group of five 
families.
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Activities, Fun and Culture
Exacurricular Activities

Courses, Workshops and Activities

Coursess
English
Audiovisual Workshop
Braiding Course

Partners
Cultura Inglesa
SAGA Escola de Efeitos Visuais
Juba Trançadeiras

Activities
Affective Sponsorship
Literacy
Training for the Job Market
Training for the Job Market
Entrepreneuring the Future
Music 

Partners
Instituto Fazendo História
Oficina Quero Saber
Instituto Devolver
Tokio Marine
Projeto Quixote
Fundação Bachiana Filarmônica

Professional Initiation
Young Apprentice
Young Apprentice

Local
Magazine Luiza
DSV Transporte e Logística
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Fun & Culture
Activities

Parties promoted by companies, institutions or partners
Theaters, musicals, shows
SESC Vila Mariana and parks in the region
Commemorative, cultural, sports, ecological activities

15
1
60
80
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N.º
Courses and Workshops

Langague Workshop:

The workshops contributed to the process of building the participants' social and 
cultural identity, as well as to the development of language through the encouragement 
of reading habits, concentration, development of creativity, expressiveness, and logical 
reasoning. 

Goals: 

§ The child and adolescent perceive themselves as protagonists of their own history.
§ Expansion of the cultural repertoire.
§ Use the various forms of language to express themselves.

Activities:

§ Themes: Pandemic situation in Brazil, Museums, Lidice, role of Institutional 
Shelter Services for Children and Adolescents).

§ Human Rights, Tattooing, Immigration, Cultural Diversity, Solidarity, Elections, 
Speaking Place, and Black Awareness.

§ Authors: Lia Bauchini, Emicida, Olga de Dios, Ilka Brunhilde Laurito, Marina 
Colassanti, Fernando Vilela, Lygia Bojunga, Cecília Meirelles, Djamila Ribeiro, 
Conceição Evaristo Costa e Machado de Assis.

§ Artists: Maria Uchytilova, Claude Monet, Edgar Degas, Camille Pissaro, Vicent 
Van Gogh, Selvo Afonso, Aline Miguel, Muha Bazila, Shansia Hassani, and Nina 
Simone.

§ Field trips: Zoology Museum of the University of São Paulo, Casa das Rosas, 
Soccer Museum, X Municipal Playful Conference on the Rights of Children and 
Adolescents in the City of São Paulo. 
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Results: 

§ Expanded vocabular.
§ Argumentative action.
§ Greater mastery in written narrative - considering temporal sequence.
§ Greater resourcefulness in storytelling.
§ Greater ability to express opinions.
§ Ability to relate some proposed themes with own experiences by giving examples.
§ Greater concentration in young children.
§ Speech comprehension (young children).

Special:

The children and teenagers received the invitation to participate in the International 
Children's Fine Arts Exhibition in Lidice. Below, are the drawings produced by them 
that were sent to the exhibition:

“Meu Mundo” “Proteção” “Por Trás de Uma Tela 
tem Um Mundo Escondido”

“O Menino 
que não Vê”

“Olhos 
Vendados e as 
Bocas Caladas 

Num Mundo 
Colorido”

“Minha Origem” “Somos da Mesma 
Árvore”

“Raízes”
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Music Workshop

Goals: 

§ Develop the child/adolescent's personality.
§ Explore conventional and unconventional musical instruments.
§ Explore sounds produced by the body.

Activities: 

§ Popular guitar and singing.
§ Rhythm studies.
§ Experimentation with various percussion and string instruments.
§ Repertoire: “Valeu Pequeno” (MC Pequeno e MC Menor), “Asa Branca” (Luiz 

Gonzaga), “Negro Gato” (Luiz Melodia), “Velha Infância” (Os Tribalistas), “Yellow 
Submarine” (The Beatles), “We Will Rock You” (Queen).  

Results: 

§ Skills with new chords.
§ Skillful chord transitions.
§ Understanding of eighth and sixteenth note divisions.
§ Musical perception and intonation of the notes G A B B D C R E E F.

Lorem ipsum
dolor sit amet,
sed diam

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer 
adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod 
tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat 
volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis 
nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis 
nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat.

Theater and Dance Workshop

Goals: 

§ Develop improvisation, speaking, and body expression techniques.
§ Develop the self-esteem of children and adolescentes.
§ Encourage artistic skills.
§ Knowledge, expansion, and appreciation of Brazilian cultural aspects and those of 

other people.
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Activities: 

§ Construction of a scenic proposal from conversation wheels.
§ Construction of scenery and costumes.
§ Construction and execution of choreography.

Results:

§ Increased participation and engagement of children and adolescents in expressing 
themselves; in warm-up and body games.

§ Understanding of how to develop a story and how to act it out on stage.
§ Better articulation when dancing and developing a scene.
§ Engagement with other students when developing the proposed scenes or 

dances.

§ .
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Professional Qualification Course for Electrician 
installer, Professional Initiation Basic Informatics and 
Management- Personal and Social Development

Goals: 

To offer professional qualification in the areas of electrician-installer, information 
technology, and personal and social development management to young people aged 
14 and older who are or have been sheltered by Santa Fé, members of the families 
assisted by Santa Fé, and residents of the Vila Mariana region.

Activities: 

§ Practical and theoretical classes in the areas of electrician installer, computer, and 
management.

§ Material analysis.
§ Theoretical and practical exercises.

Results: 

§ Student engagement in both theoretical and practical classes.
§ Understanding of the material studied in class.
§ Excellent evolution of the participants.

Lorem ipsum
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Families of Children 
and 

Adolescents
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Mudando a História / Consuindo Pontes

Numbers of 2022
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170 families 
attended 

with 
570 people

Direct 
beneficiaries: 
110 families 
330 people

Indirect 
beneficiaries: 
60 families
240 people

Description: 

Program to support the families of children and adolescents who live and who no longer 
live in Santa Fé. 

Target Audience: 

Children and adolescents who live in Minha Casa and Casa Vovó Ilza, their families 
(nuclear and extended), and the young people who have already been welcomed by 
Santa Fé.

Goals: 

§ Fight the structural violence that permeates most families of fostered children and 
adolescentes.

§ To promote the rescue of the affective, social and cultural bonds between families 
and fostered children and adolescentes.

Strategies: 

§ Strengthening family relationships.
§ Empowerment of families to resolve conflicts.
§ Recovery of self-esteem, both of children and adolescents, and of the family.
§ Articulate relationship with the social network to guarantee social rights.
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§ Food basket
§ Food supplement

Food

§ Document Organization
§ Assistance to the Forum and Public Defender's Office
§ Conflict mediation
§ Transportation aid

Citizenship

§ Guardianship/adoption follow-up
§ Guarantee of the right to transportation - people with special needs
§ Inheritance

Guarantee of Rights
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After Shelter



Educação Continuada

Numbers of 2022
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Description:

Follow-up program for children and adolescents who have already left Santa Fé.

Target Audience: 

Children and adolescents who have returned to their families and emancipated youth. 

Goals: 

§ Contribute to the full emancipation of the public served by Santa Fé.
§ Mediation of family conflicts.

Strategies: 

§ Continuity of the link with the institution.
§ Santa Fé as a support network for children and adolescentes.
 

66

Former recipientss

264

Beneficiaries 
(including Family members)
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§ Home visits and family meetings 
§ Mediation of family conflicts 
§ Individualized consultations

Follow-up

§ Financial assistance for expenses: water, electricity, gas
§ Financial assistance for housing: rent and/or mortgage
§ Aid for furniture and furnishings
§ Financial or material aid for construction, renovation, expansion, or painting

Housing

§ Inclusion in social or housing programs
§ Organization of documents
§ Guarantee of the right to education (from nursery school to high school)
§ Accompaniment of custody/adoption
§ Accompaniment to the Forum / Public Defender's Office

Citizenship and Social Rights

§ Referrals for treatment of alcoholism and chemical dependency
§ Guarantee of medical and/or dental treatment and follow-up
§ Pregnancy follow-up

Health

§ Scholarships
§ Referrals to vocational courses
§ Assistance in job search

Employability

§ Financial aid for food
§ Transportation allowance
§ Food basket

Food and Transportation
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Moradia para Jovens Emancipados

Numbers of 2022
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Description: 

A program that offers initial support and housing maintenance assistance on a 
decreasing basis to young people.

Target Audience: 

Mothers and their children from Casa Vovó Ilza and young people from Minha Casa 
who have turned 18 and could not return to their families and are already working.

Goals: 

§ Support young people in building their project for the future.
§ Accompany the autonomous life of young people, advising them in the 

emancipation process.

Strategies: 

§ Planning of the process of de-collection of the houses Vovó Ilza and Minha Casa.
§ Beginning of the process of autonomy and emancipation of young people.

01

House
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§ Home Visiting
§ Mediation of family conflicts

Follow-up

§ Aid, financial or material, for construction, renovation, expansion, painting, or moving 
transportation

§ Financial assistance for expenses: water, electricity, gas
§ Financial assistance for housing: rent and/or mortgage

Housing

§ Organization of documents

Citizenship and Social Rights

§ Financial aid for food
§ Transportation allowance
§ Food basket

Food and Transportation

§ Assistance in job Search
§ Scholarships

Employability

§ Referrals for treatment of alcoholism and chemical dependency
§ Guarantee of medical and/or dental treatment and follow-up
§ Referrals for psychiatric treatment and psychotherapy

Health
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News of
2022
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Visual Identity
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In 2022, Santa Fé debuted a new 
visual identity.

Família Acolhedora Program

In 2022, Santa Fé implemented the Família Acolhedora Program in 
partnership with the research project "EI-3 - Impacts of Interventions on 

Early Institutionalization".

Voluntary families, who live in São Paulo and are not registered in the 
National Adoption System, take in children from zero to two years old, 

providing a facilitating environment for their development.
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Event - Santa Fé 29 Years
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The year 2022 marked the 29th anniversary of Santa Fé, and to celebrate, the 
10th Santa Fé Benefit Auction was held entirely in person.

 The party took place at the Salão Nobre Marc Chagall, at Hebraica Club, on 
September 14th and was attended by more than 350 people who could bid on works by 
renowned artists such as Eduardo Srur, Yara Dewachter and Emanoel Araújo (1940-
2022) in an auction conducted once again by auctioneer Flávia Cardoso Soares.

 Actresses and presenters Jacqueline Dalabona and Bel Mota were the masters 
of the ceremony of the evening and dinner was hosted by chef Morena Leite. 
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Sponsors and Supporters
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Diamond:
Engeform

Platinum:
Temon

Rubi:
Atmo • Dopp • Front 360 • Target Trading

Gold:
Alano • B.R.G. Pinturas • Grupo Binário • CTL Engenharia • Fesa Group • Hotel Boutique 

Quebra-Noz • Passarelli • Romero Hermeto Ostronoff Malagó Advogados  

Sv:
BBL Engenharia • BMPI • Capta-Di • Controller BMS • GeoCompany • Habitacional • 

Pashal • PHL • Suhai Seguradora • VPBG – Vella Pugliesi Buosi e Guidoni Advogados

Bronze:
A.M. Marxen • Ambar • Arpol • Aster • Atex • Bassar • BDS Ar Condicionado • CD Keng • 

Centerval • Control Tec • Cordeiro • CS Wall • Decorplac Drywall • ED&FMan • Embu S.A. 
• Estapar • Freitas Leite Advogados • Furukawa & Klint • Grupo GPS • GS Instalações •  

Hair Station • Hilti do Brasil Comercial Ltda. • JF Citrus • Lafaete Locações • Makro 
Engenharia • MCDI • Monera • Monsteel • PGMAK • Reis Advogados • SH • Sondotécnica 

• Sysfort • Tecnisa • Usina EcoX • Verus Ambientel • Vista Light

Supportss:
Blombô • Campari • Capim Santo • Dabus Brothers • Epifania • Hebraica • Manacá • 

Suhai Vigilância 
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Promotion
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Mônica Bergamo Column 

Folha de São Paulo 

Bel Mota André Abuchan Cris Folli

Dra. Ana Escobar Dra. Mariana Cocuzza Leopoldo Pacheco

Emerson Kapaz Marcus Peixoto Eduardo Srur
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Comunication
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In May 2022, the founder and Director of 
Institutional Development of Santa Fé, Marcia Dias 
gave an interview to SPTV - 1st edition, from Rede 
Globo, to talk about sexual abuse. The article can 
be found at this link:  https://g1.globo.com/sp/sao-

paulo/noticia/2022/05/05/estupros-aumentam-
7percent-no-estado-de-sao-paulo-em-2021.ghtml 

Social Action

Roldão Atacadista, in partnership with Editora 
Mol, launched the book 101 Ideas to Make 

Money and part of the proceeds from the sales 
was donated to four institutions, among them 

the Santa FéFé. 

Recognition

The Brazilian Coalition to End Violence against 
Children and Adolescents highlighted ten 

innovative practices during a public hearing on 
the 32nd anniversary of the Statute of the Child 
and Adolescent. The methodology developed by 

Santa Fé was one of them, and the institution 
was recognized for its work in preventing and 

fighting violence against children and 
adolescents in Brazil. The Report can be 

checked on our website!
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer 
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Sustainability

30% - Public Agreement

17% - International Cooperation

9% - Partnership with Foundations and 
              Institutes

24% - Events

8% - Products Donations

6% - Donations by Individuals

4% - Partnership with Private Companies

2% - Nota Fiscal Paulista

Financial Management

* The figures above are being audited and may change
* Associação Beneficente Santa Fé is audited annually by Cokinos Auditores e Consultores
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Year 2022* 2021 2020 2019 2018

Revenues 8.679.287,87     7.759.709,40    8.512.519,85      6.898.802,87   6.125.566,06    

Public Agreement (1) 2.257.412,20         2.416.661,10         2.850.620,52         1.956.296,16         1.720.641,37         
Donations (2) 4.613.127,48         4.230.128,93         4.353.353,81         3.555.930,57         3.381.894,20         
Non Operational (3) 333.148,00            22.705,23              49115,67 73.654,75              73.340,79              
Nota Paulista (4) 265.456,45            176.968,14            146.667,49            449.408,07            132.148,38            
Other Assets Variations (5) 1.210.143,74         913.246,00            1.112.762,36         863.513,32            817.541,32            

Expenses 8.561.342,47      6.698.912,30    6.999.348,69   6.706.026,16    6.363.446,76    

Staff (6) 4.633.354,80         3.869.769,44         3.697.071,57         3.430.575,72         2.983.157,60         
Charges (7) 1.202.658,03         1.055.039,18         1.041.273,52         781.766,87            610.130,30            
Tax/ Financial (8) 75.512,37              75.606,56              57.498,54              121.374,19            83.721,34              
Operationals (9) 1.344.977,05         900.023,98            561.704,40            775.086,73            1.125.098,57         
Administrative (10) 1.282.690,22         776.202,65            1.622.047,75         1.578.706,50         1.543.184,39         
Provision (11) 22.150,00              22.270,49              19.752,91              18.516,15              18.154,56              

Result 117.945,40          1.060.797,10     1.513.171,16         192.776,71            - 237.880,70
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volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis 
nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis 
nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat.

Records 
& 

Certificates



Records & Certificates

§ CNPJ 71.729.628.0001-70

§ Conselho Nacional de Assistência Social (CNAS) 44006.003503/98-11

§ Conselho Estadual de Assistência Social (CONSEAS) 0279/SP/2000

§ Conselho Municipal de Assistência Social (COMAS) 650/2012

§ Conselho Municipal dos Direitos da Criança e do Adolescente (CMDCA) – 549/96

§ Secretaria Municipal de Assistência e Desenvolvimento Social (SMADS) - 30.4

§ Secretaria Estadual de Desenvolvimento Social - (SEADS) 5026/1998

§ Utilidade Pública Municipal - Decreto nº 36.870 de 22/05/1997

§ Utilidade Pública Federal - Portaria nº 3049 de 29/11/2012

§ Certificado de Regularidade Cadastral de Entidades (CRCE) 1100/2013

§ Imunidade do Imposto sobre Transmissão “Causa Mortis” e Doação de Quaisquer 

Bens ou Direitos (ITCMD)- art. 7º do Decreto 46.655/02

§ Certificado de Gestão e Transparência emitido pelo Instituto Doar
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer 
adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod 
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volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis 
nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis 
nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat.
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Acknowledgments

§ Considered one of the ten most innovative practices in the prevention of violence 
against children and adolescents in Brazil by the Coalização Brasileira pelo Fim da 
Violência Contra Crianças e Adolescentes – 2022.

§ Ranked among the 100 best social organizations in Brazil in 2020, according to 
the ranking of the Instituto Doar.

§ Santa Fé is one of the NGOs mentioned in the publication YPO 3.0: Be More 
Impactful - Mapping Education Projects - 2020 | Brazil.

§ Ranked among the 100 best social organizations in Brazil in 2019, according to 
the ranking of Instituto Doar.

§ Ranked among the world's top 500 social organizations (ranked in 284th) in the 
"Top 500 NGOs World" ranking of NGO Advisor, a Swiss entity that evaluates and 
classifies non-profit organizations.

§ Marcia Dias, president of Santa Fé, selected for the "Paulistano Nota Dez" section 
of Veja São Paulo magazine, a space that gathers stories of people who make a 
difference in the city of São Paulo – 2014.

§ Selected for a visit by the Queen Silvia of Sweden, founder of the World Childhood 
Foundation, an organization dedicated to preventing and combating child sexual 
abuse and exploitation – 2013.

§ Selected for the visit of Dr. Charles Nelson, neurologist, professor of pediatrics 
and researcher at Harvard University – 2013.

§ Selected by IBM for the project Celebration of Service - On Demand Community 
Impact Grant - 2011.

§ Selected by Veja São Paulo in the article "35 institutions that are worth their 
donation" - Edition 51 - p. 42 – 2008.
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§ Selected by Criança Esperança – TV Globo/UNESCO – 2008.

§ Representative of Brazil at the International Seminar "Street Children and 
Adolescents" - Secretariat of Foreign Affairs of Mexico, Casa Aliança and JICA 
México (International Cooperation Agency of Japan) – 2007.

§ Integrates the Network of Social Technologies - RTS since 2006.

§ Fellow Ashoka since 2006.

§ Elected the best social technology in Brazil in the category "Rights of Children and 
Adolescents" - Banco do Brasil Foundation, Petrobrás and UNESCO – 2005.

§ Partner of Escola Paulista de Medicina - UNIFESP in the conception of the mental 
health unit of the Casa Foundation – 2004.

§ Selected for visit by the UN Special Speaker on the sale of children, child 
prostitution and child pornography, Mr. Juan Miguel Petit – 2003.

§ Selected for visit by UN’s special rapporteur concercing children traffic, prostitution 
and children pornography, Mr. Juan Miguel Petit – 2003.
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Partners
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Partnship:

Mantain:

Diamond:

Financials

Platinum:
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Gold:

Sv:

Products and Services

Diamond:

Platinum:
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Gold:

Prata:

Supporters

Ashoka
Blombô Leilões

Manacá Comunicação
STCA Consultoria e Auditoria
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How to Help
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How to Help

The maintenance of Santa Fé's programs is only possible through donations from 
companies and individuals who recognize and believe in the work developed by the 
institution. 

Everyone can contribute and make a difference in the lives of children and teenagers 
from Santa Fé!

Financial Donations: 

§ One-time donations: Financial donations, of any amount, can be made by bank 
deposit, bank draft or other options available on the site (credit card, debit card)

Bank Data:

Name of the Bank: Bradesco - 237
Bank Branch: 0108-2
Address: 716 Domingos de Moraes St.
City: São Paulo - SP Country: Brazil
Bank Account: 332.990-9
Swift Code: BBDEBRSPSPO
IBAN number: BR25 6074 6948 0010 8000 3329 909C 1

To Donate:

www.santafe.org.br – DOE AGORA

Informations:

E-mail: contato@santafe.org.br
Phones: (+55 11) 5083-0092/5549-0564 
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Products Donations: 

§ Food
§ Personal hygiene products
§ Cleaning products 
§ Food Baskets
§ Furniture, appliances, and other items that are in good condition

Sponsorship of Projects and Events: 

Send a message to contato@santafe.org.br and learn how to help with Projects and 
Events.
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Many Thanks
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